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Dawson’s Online Store NOW
Gardening just got a whole lot easier.

OPEN!

Enjoy total gardening convenience as you shop 24/7 with a huge range of
Dawson’s quality guaranteed plants and garden products. Simply click for
delivery* to your door.
Browse online and select from a huge range including roses, trees, shrubs,
climbers, natives, potted, colour and edible plants. You can even order gift
vouchers and have them sent direct to the recipient with a personal card.
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Rose Ann

Remember - Dawson’s Online Store delivers quality plants to your door.
Scan to go direct to Online Store.

Dawson’s Garden Products
Better than ever
Organic Soil Improver - Our popular Dawson’s brand Soil Improver has just been relaunched
and is better than ever! The blend has been redesigned and improved to comply with stringent
Australian Standards* for soil conditioning products. The product now carries the red 5 ticks
logo of Standards Australia. This is a badge of honour and your guarantee that you’re buying
a quality soil improver.
A new addition to our soil improver is Grosorb (a granular soil wetting agent). This will assist
with water penetration and retention into treated soils, which in turn helps stimulate soil life.
Dawson’s Soil Improver is a convenient way to add vital organic matter to Perth’s sandy soils.
It will also help acidify Perth’s often limey sands.
Dawson’s Soil Improver helps build soil structure, improves water and nutrient retention and stimulates soil life including
microbes and worms. For general soil improvement when planting, blend in 1 part soil improver with 2 parts existing soil.
Use when planting trees, shrubs, roses, natives, Camellias and Azaleas and when preparing vegetable and flowerbeds.
With the autumn planting season upon us, there’s no better time to grab a few bags and get planting.
*Dawson’s Organic Soil Improver complies with Australian Standard 4454 (Composts, soil conditioner and mulches).

Dawson Plants on Display at
Garden Week 2013.
Dawson grown plants will take a starring role in the
Lifespace Landscape Design display at Garden week 2013.
Dawson’s is supplying the plants used in the Lifespace
display, designed by well-established landscape
designer Jenny Thomas. Jenny’s Garden Week design
has a Moroccan oasis theme, with an emphasis on
waterwise plants and exotic textures and colours,
all combined to create an inviting and relaxing outdoor
room. Dawson’s plants that will be featured include hardy
Cinerarias, Flax, Jade plants, Lomandras, Sedums and
Yuccas to name a few. Lifespace Landscape Design
was a finalist in the Landscape Industry Association
of Western Australia Landscape Awards in 2012.
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Hardy, Autumn flowering Camellias are easy to grow!

TODA
Y!

Simply visit www.dawsonsgardenworld.com.au or scan the QR code on this page.
We’re sure you’ll find plenty of inspiration, information and planting suggestions.

• Check online store for delivery details and charges to your area.

Pretty Tough

Garden week 2013 is on at Perry Lakes,
Floreat from April 18-22nd 2013.
Contact Lifespace Landscape Design for a consultation
on 0407 197 006 or Email info@lifespacedesign.com.au
Web site www.lifespacedesign.com.au

Setsugekka

Sasanqua Camellias are known as autumn flowering Camellias
because of their happy knack of flowering from mid-autumn and
well into winter. Sasasnqua Camellias have a fascinating heritage,
going right back to ancient Japanese temple gardens. To the
Japanese, the sight of gently falling Camellia petals is symbolic of
fleeting beauty. At first appearances you might think Sasanquas
are delicate, but they’re tougher than they look and they’re the
easiest of Camellias to grow. Their tough, leathery leaves give
them great resilience, even during our hot summers.
Sasanquas grow from between 1.5m to 4m in height, perfect for
privacy screening and for hedging. They can easily fit into those
narrow gaps between modern houses and fences. These versatile
Camellias make wonderful container specimens when planted in
large tubs and glazed pots. You can also try your hand at espalier,
training them on walls and fences.
While favoured positions include those receiving morning sun
and afternoon shade and semi shaded areas, they can also be
grown successfully in full sun positions, provided they’re watered
daily during the warmer months and a thick layer of moisture
conserving mulch is applied.

Jennifer Susan

Assorted Sasanqua Camellias

Camellias prefer slightly acidic soils, so to grow them successfully
in Perth’s limey sands, blend in Dawson’s Organic Soil Improver
at the rate of 2 parts soil improver to two parts soil (50:50 mix).
Mulch around plants with a coarse grade acidic mulch like
Waterwise Pine Bark Mulch, leaving a 10-15cm bare circle around
the stem. Water newly planted Camellias daily until well established.
Like all Camellias, Sasanquas suffer from few pests and diseases.
The most common, including scale and mealy bugs, can be
easily controlled with oil sprays or Confidor tablets.
This autumn our nursery has turned out a bumper crop of
semi-advanced size Sasanqua Camellias, including these
classic varieties: Chansonette (double, lavender-pink blooms)
and Jennifer Susan (vigorous, semi-double pink), Rose Ann
(deep rose-pink, semi double), Setsugekka (classic, single
white blooms) and Star Above Star (semi double, white and
pink blushed blooms).
For an illustrated description of all Camellia varieties
offered by Dawson’s, and expert growing tips visit
wwww.dawsonsgardenworld.com.au

Balmy Army!
Bougainvillea and Hibiscus are at their bloomin’
best during the balmy days of Autumn

Hibiscus

Assorted B

ougainvillea

Say “Hi” to Hibiscus

Brilliant Bougs

In Perth, Hibiscus are every bit as good as roses. They are
hardy, easy to grow and flower for just as long as roses!
Hibiscus are tireless performers in the summer and autumn
garden, putting on a prolonged display of flush after flush of
vibrant tropical blooms. They lend themselves beautifully to
poolside planting, or use them for long flowering, screens or
hedges. Remember to water and mulch well during the warmer
months for best bloom production.

When it comes to putting on a show Bougainvilleas are in a
class of their own. It’s hard to match the vibrancy and intensity
of their fiery colours. These hardy plants thrive in Perth’s long,
hot summers and will reward gardeners with an eye-catching
display of colour from mid-summer through to early winter.
Bougainvilleas are easy to grow and provided they’re planted in
a full sun position, you can’t go wrong.

Hibiscus respond best to regular fertiliser applications. Feed
every 4-5 weeks with Dawson’s All Purpose Fertiliser. The most
important pruning time is early spring, before the new season’s
growth begins. Thin and remove weak and crowded branches,
and cut plants back by a third to a half of their original height.
There are plenty of varieties to choose from, including Cuban
Variety, Covakanic, Island Empress, Pendunculatum
and many more. And don’t forget our brilliant Hibiscus deal!
Grab 5 for the price of 4* (*offer for any 5 Hibiscus
in 175mm pots.)

Bougainvilleas have traditionally been used as scrambling
climbers, over fences and pergolas, but they’re also great for
espalier, screening or security hedging, specimen shrubs, and
cascading over walls and pots.
Dawson’s grow a wonderful range of Bougainvilleas that are just
waiting to weave their colourful magic in your garden. Avoid over
watering and feeding Bougainvilleas with high nitrogen fertilisers.
This only encourages excessive growth at the expense of flowers.
The best time to select Bougainvilleas is right now, so choose
your plants from our range of stunning beauties including;
Scarlet O’Hara, Mahatma Gandhi and White Cascade.
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My Favourite Roses
Our staff tell you their favourite roses!
Maggie
Pope John

Sir Donald Bradman

Abraham Darby
CandelighTe
t dd

y Bear

Paul II

ood
tead W

Muns
Alec’s

Vicki Syme

Pomponella

Shelley Mellor

Hot Cocoa

Brass Band

Laurene Carter

Ashram

Vicki Syme (Swanbourne):

Shelley Mellor (O’Connor):

Vicki says, “I’ve always shown a great interest in plants and
gardening. It was noted by my kindergarten teacher!” Vicki has
been a professional horticulturist for 35 years and has even run
her own nursery. Vicki says we can understand much about
growing plants by seeing them in their natural habitats. She
enjoys travelling and never misses visiting botanic gardens
around the world.

“I arrived at the ‘job’ of gardening somewhat later in life, but I’ve
always enjoyed playing happily in my own garden, when not gainfully
employed as a an acute care nurse. Gardening is just the best way
of relaxing and forgetting the stressful times at a big busy hospital,
and now I am happy to make my favourite hobby my job - at
Dawson’s. I am a bit of a tree hugger, so have a very shady garden.
Therefore my enjoyment of roses has to be satisfied at work.”

Taboo (Hybrid tea): “Better in the ground than in pots.
A strong grower, with magnificent dark black/red blooms
that vary in shape but always have a delicious spicy scent.”

My Hero (Hybrid tea) – “The large clear pink blooms of this
hybrid tea remind me of David Austin and old roses. It’s finished
with a delightful fragrance too. I also like Fire Fighter for much
the same reasons, but of course the colour is red.”

Pope John Paul II (Hybrid Tea): “A deserved winner of
Rose of the Year in 2010. Ticks all the boxes for perfume,
performance, vigour, repeat flowering, quality stems for the
vase and refreshing citrus perfume.”
Pomponella (Floribunda): “A small spreading rose suitable
for a large pot. Clusters of cupped pink flowers, perfumed
and very pretty.”
Hot Cocoa (Floribunda): “Rich chocolate blooms with
full fragrance. Works well planted with lime-green, purple
and apricot colours”.
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Red

Rachel Davison

Laurene Carter (Joondalup):

Rachel Davison (Forrestﬁeld):

Laurene began her Dawson’s career at Forrestfield in 2003 and
has recently made the move to Dawson’s Joondalup. Laurene
says some of her earliest memories are of plants. “Entire carpets
of nasturtiums every winter and Orange Jessamine still remind
me of my Grandmother. The amazing scent of Eucalyptus and
grass trees after rain, and counting my mother’s 100 plus roses
and my father’s figs, grapevines and various fruit trees, have
greatly influenced and encouraged my love of gardening!”

“Having moved to Perth from the tropics, growing roses
is a big novelty for me. My favourite roses are deliciously
scented and good for picking. Here’s my pick of the roses.”

Ashram (Hybrid tea): “I adore the intense, non-fading
orange of this rose. It’s a prolific flowerer that holds its
shape well and makes a great cut flower.”
Granada (Hybrid tea): “An incredibly underrated performer!
Vivid pink orange and yellow hues. This hybrid tea never
stops flowering. Lasts forever as a cut flower and has an
intense sweet fragrance.”
Munstead Wood (Ausbernard) (David Austin):
“I love this David Austin for its beautiful fruity perfume
and deep plum, fuschia blooms. A smaller shrub of
100cm, it’s a perfect addition to a cottage garden.”
Sir Donald Bradman (Hybrid tea): “The perfect
blood-red rose. A gorgeous, long-stemmed specimen
with an incredible perfume that leaves other reds for dead.”

Maggie (Floribunda rose): “Maggie is a personal favourite.
It’s a gorgeous creamy colour, with a lovely perfume. In cooler
temperatures, the blooms often develop a light pink blush.”
Candlelight (Hybrid tea rose): “A reasonably new rose to our
range is Candlelight, with its full, soft, buttery-yellow flowers.
It’s also beautifully scented and holds its structure well.”
Home Run (Shrub rose): “Finally, another rose I’ve been
very impressed with this summer, for its continuous flowering
and heat resistance, is Home Run. Its single, cherry-red
flowers have a lovely old-world look. It’s wonderful for mass
planting or as a low hedge. It was Australian Rose of the
Year in 2011. This rose is sure to give some of the old
favourites a run for their money!”

Home Run

Alec’s Red (Hybrid tea) – “I enjoy the look of the very pointed
buds on this rose. The clear, red blooms with their strong fragrance,
makes this one of my favourites. The blooms are of good
substance, holding well even in a strong breeze. Great for picking.”
Brass Band (Floribunda) – “This cheerful floribunda has the
effect of making me feel happy, just by looking at it. The bright
orange blooms and subtle fragrance will brighten any garden.
Brass Band also seems to remain healthy and disease free,
making it great for the easy care garden.”

Abraham Darby (Auscot) (David Austin Rose):
“In my own garden I have the David Austin rose Abraham Darby, which is a lovely full old fashioned flower
in the pink to apricot range.”

Granada

Brass Band
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Top 10 Autumn Rose Care Tips
Expert tips from our rose loving staff!
1) Apply a soil wetter like Eco Wet around bushes to help
water soak in.
2) Continue feeding with Dawson’s All Purpose Fertilizer
every 4-5 weeks until late May.
3) A liquid feed of a combination of Seasol and Powerfeed,
applied fortnightly, is a great general tonic for roses.
Particularly useful for helping them to recover from the
ravages of summer.
4) Continue removing spent flowers to encourage
repeat flowering.
5) Take advantage of autumn, nature’s natural
planting time, to plant new roses!
6) Mid to late autumn sees a return to conditions that
encourage rose fungal leaf diseases like Black Spot,
Powdery Mildew and Rust.To control, spray with Eco Rose,
Eco Fungicide or Sharp Shooter Black Spot & Natural
Pyrethrum* (suitable for Black spot and powdery mildew
control). For rust, spray with Sharp Shooter Black Spot
& Natural Pyrethrum.*This product is also available in a
convenient ready to use pump–action spray called
Sharp Shooter Rose Black spot and Insect Spray.

Fruit Trees for
Autumn Planting!
Small Trees - Big Fruit!

Compact fruit trees ideal for modern Gardens
Not long ago, fruit tree growing seemed to be on the decline.
As home block sizes grew smaller, fruit trees didn’t keep pace
and there just wasn’t the space for large growing, traditional
fruit trees to fit in. Fortunately, this trend has been reversed by
an exciting new wave of smaller, compact growing fruit trees.
These compact trees, grown on dwarfing rootstocks,
are returning fruit trees to their rightful place and helping
make our gardens not only beautiful, but productive places.
This year more than ever, we see a greater range of
dwarf trees available with dwarf almonds, apples,
apricots, nectarines, peaches and plums all available.
Compact growing fruit trees make great sense. They’re small
enough to fit into any garden and most can be grown in large
containers and tubs as well! Dwarf fruit trees will begin full
production earlier than full-sized trees and are much easier
to manage, prune and net. Best of all, they still produce
full-sized, delicious fruit!
Here are some of the highlights from our autumn offering
of container grown fruit trees.
New Release! Dwarf Self-Pollinating Almond
This popular self-fertile almond is now available as a dwarf
tree growing to only 1.8-2m tall. White blossoms herald
the start of spring, followed by soft-shelled almonds in
summer (bird netting is essential!) They’re a great
addition to the dwarf range and can be treated as
a small tree to large shrub.
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7) If you haven’t yet given your roses an autumn trim mid-March
to early April is a good time. Give roses a light prune and cut
stems back about 6-8 inches to encourage the autumn burst.
8) Continue to pay careful attention to watering. Freshly planted
roses will need to be hand watered every day during their
first autumn in the garden. Established roses will need a
good deep soak twice a week.

The Edible Garden
What Vegies and Herbs To Plant In Autumn
Artichokes, beans, broad beans, broccoli, beetroot,
Brussels sprouts, cabbage, carrots, cauliflower, celery,
chicory, chinese cabbage, chives, coriander, dill, endive,
fennel, French tarragon, garlic, Italian parsley, kale, kohl rabi,
leeks, lemon grass, lemon verbena, lettuce, marjoram,
mint, mizuma, onions, oregano, pak choi, parsnip, parsley,
peas, potato tubers, radish, silver beet, spinach, rhubarb,
rocket, rosemary, sage, snow peas, spring onions, swedes,
thyme and turnip.
For a complete monthly vegie and herb-planting
guide see our vegetable fact sheet online at
www.dawsonsgardenworld.com.au
Our vegetable fact sheet, available at www.dawsonsgardenworld.com.au,
provides a useful guide to establishing either a traditional soil based vegie
garden, or starting a no-dig, straw based garden.

9) Apply some Sulphate of Potash around your roses in late
march to early April. Potash (potassium) will help improve
flower size and quality. Remember to water in well.
10) Miniature and Floribunda Roses make ideal pot and
tub specimens. Use Australian Standard Dawson’s
Premium Potting Mix when potting for best results.

New Release! Super Dwarf Apples - These are the most
compact apples available, growing to a maximum height of
just 1.8m and often less! At this size, these apples are ideal
for all backyards, as well as tubs and pots. A unique grafting
method has been used on Super Dwarf Apples. This has
resulted in more resilient dwarf trees with self-supporting
branches. Your favourite Apples are now available as
Super Dwarfs including; Anna, Dorset Gold, Gala,
Golden Delicious, Jonathon, Lady Williams, Red Fuji
and Sundowner. Apples are best planted with a pollinator,
see in store for details.
New Release! Dwarf Plums - Now all your favourite Plums
are available as dwarf trees including Gulf Ruby, Santa Rosa,
Sunrise Gulf, Mariposa and Satsuma. Dwarf Plums are
best planted with a pollinator, see in store for details. Dwarf
plums are gardener friendly growing to 2-3m maximum height
(traditional trees are notoriously vigorous and tall growing).
New Release! Dwarf Peaches - These popular varieties
are available as dwarfs for the first time. Originally developed
in Florida, these varieties are very reliable performers in our
climate, including coastal areas. Choose from yellow-fleshed
Floragold and Tropic Beauty,, or white-fleshed
Tropic Snow.. Mature heights reach 1-2m only.

The Kitchen Garden

duce from garden to table!
Take your home grown pro
Best Zucchini Risotto

zucchini.
Add onion, garlic, thyme and
and stir
When soft and tender, add rice

Ingredients

minutes,
to coat with olive oil. After 2-3
en wine has been
add white wine and stir in. Wh

– ½ cup Arborio rice
– 1 clove garlic, finely diced

d
– ½ brown onion, finely dice
– ¼ cup diced zucchini
– 45ml white wine
– Few sprigs of fresh thyme

n Style All vegetable
olved in 500ml boiling water

– 2 Massel “Ultracube” Chicke

Stock Cubes, diss

nish
– Diced Italian Parsley to gar
nish
– Ground black pepper to gar
such as
– Italian cheese finely grated
Parmesan to sprinkle.
– 5tbs olive oil
Method

t in a saucepan
Warm olive oil to medium hea
s heat).
(cast iron is good as it control

ck solution
absorbed, add 150mls of sto
(alternatively
stir continuously until absorbed
allow the rice
stir for a while, turn heat off and
has absorbed
to take in the stock.) When rice
Continue
almost all the stock, add more.
d. Test the rice.
this process until stock is use
of firmness
It should be al dente, with a bit
soft and sloppy).
remaining in the grains (not too
ck has almost
When the final addition of sto
tablespoons
all been absorbed, stir in two
ese and

of finely grated Parmesan che
1 tablespoon of butter.

hly grated
Serve rice and sprinkle with fres
parsley.
Parmesan cheese and diced
ts of black
Finally, garnish with a few twis
on juice.
pepper and a squeeze of lem
wine.
Serve with salad and a white
Recipe by Tim Parker.
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Sneak Peek! New Release!
Coming Spring 2013! – THE RSL ROSE
The RSL Rose will be our standout new release rose for 2013.
Classic shaped buds open to petal filled flowers of regal burgundy, with
a soft amber reverse. Flowers are held on long stems, making it an ideal
cutting variety for enjoying in the vase. In our nursery trials, RSL has
impressed with its healthy habit and consistent flowering. It carries a
light rose perfume and looks brilliant planted singly, in groups or in pots.
RSL is a hybrid tea rose growing to 1.5m high.
Sales of the RSL Rose will assist returned veterans and their families,
through support programs administered by the RSL nationally.
The RSL Rose was launched at the recent Melbourne International
Flower and Garden Show.
Dawson’s are now taking orders for the RSL Rose. Plants will be
available from late October.

The RSL Ro

se

Naturally Better

New products for green gardeners
Looking for some environmentally friendly ways
to control pests and feed your garden? Here’s
a look at some exciting and new environmentally
responsible products to help you go organic.
Fertilise Right - Let’s look at some
environmentally responsible ways to feed
your garden this autumn.
Eco Growth Prime Garden - A rock mineral
based, complete garden food, suitable for
general use on roses, ornamentals, vegetables
and fruit trees. Containing a full range of minerals
and beneficial microbes to feed your plants the
natural way. Rock mineral fertilisers are derived
from natural volcanic and sedimentary deposits
containing some of nature’s richest soil building
materials. These fertilisers are naturally slow

release and make use of microbes to gradually
make the minerals available for plants. This
means nutrient loss and leaching is greatly
reduced. The product is stable and active for
sustained periods, building plant and soil health.
Searles Kickalong Organic Flower & Fruit
Plant Food - A premium organic registered*
fertilser that’s particularly useful for feeding fruit
trees and flowering plants. This product contains
blood and bone, hoof and horn, fish and seaweed
extracts, trace elements, minerals and zeolites to
assist nutrient retention and delivery. This fertiliser
contains higher levels of potassium (also known as
potash) for promoting flower and fruit development.
*Searles Kickalong Flower and Fruit is a registered
organic product by BFA (Biological Farmers of Australia).
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